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Problem suggestions

On Board

(1) (Exercise) Decomposing profile space using linear algebra. Start with n = 3.
(2) Algebraic relationship: between nth order condorcet winners. Generalization of Arrow’s

theorem to higher order.
(3) Electing committes by ranking the power set.
(4) Scheduling championships. (experimental design)
(5) Group decision making with transitive but incomplete information. Find the ranking.
(6) Aggegrating binary rankings + higher order votes + partial rankings
(7) Value of looking at higher order statistics? (3-way+)?
(8) ranking is just learning a latent scoring function? (as oppose to doing the cardinal ranking

way).
(9) Few votes, but only estimating a partial ranking.

(10) Social choice algorithm compares to machine learning algorithms? Relationship between
machine learning, stats and social choice views of ranking.

Details of proceedings

Decomposing profile space using linear algebra. Start with n = 3. Intial problem
(Orrison): translate Assoi’s talk into a linear algebra question. Kernel computation of Fω and
compare for different ω.

Algebraic relationship: between nth order condorcet winners. Generalization of Ar-
row’s theorem to higher order. Intial problem (Orrison): Consider the problem of extending
condorcet to condorcet-n winner (winner in n-way competition). One question we can ask is:
what words are realizable? In current literature some negative results have been discovered: for
example, no words can be of the form ABA*.

Electing committes by ranking the power set. Initial problem (Saari): each voter has some
constraint (for example, they want to committee to have at least 1 man and 1 woman). Consider
the case of mixed criterion (each person can have different constraint(s)).
- This is an integer programming problem.
+ Is there an efficient algorithm? What if we don’t know the consraints?
- Can be casted as an inference problem with mixture of constraints.
- If constraints are unknown the problem may be ill-defined. If constraints are known, this is
an assignment problem. Can be stated as an integer program, in which we want to answer the
feasibility question.
- Can be seen as: ranking the power set as opposed to ranking the candidates.
- Example of application: all-star team.

Problem 4 and 5. Initial problem (Jagabathula): designing of championships (example: foot-
ball league, chess tournaments). Two aspects: experimental design (problem 4) and ranking
(problem 5).
- The ranking problem is similar to the problem of obtaining multiple hypothesis testing results
from doing simple hypothesis tests. In both problems (sports and hypothesis testing) we do not
want to do too many tests. However, the sports context is slightly different: usually in statistics
we can perform simple hypothesis tests for any pair, while this is often not the case in sports.
- Statistician approaches: likelihood or Bayesian. Bayesian approach can start with the prior to
be the ranking from last year.
- This can also be viewed as inferring the ranking from incomplete information. (Group decision
making with transitive but incomplete information).
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Problem 6, 7, 8 and 9. Problem (Orrison): back to problem 2: consider 3-way ranking vs
2-way (pairwise) ranking. 3-way ranking from a linear algebra view point is larger (ie: has more
information). We can reduce 3-way to 2-way but lose some info.
- Saari: Example: suppose we have 4 ranking profiles of 4 candidates (A, B, C, D) as follows:
ABCD, DCBA, BADC, CDAB. The symmetry of this group is the Klein 4-group. Any 2-way
ranking results in a tie, but not for 3-way rankings. This illustrates that 3-way is different from
2-way ranking.
Problem (Saari): the problem of having a large number of candidates, but small number of
voters. Or consider the problem of ranking with partial ordering.
- In statistics, if X is a random variable and X[i] denotes the ith order statistic, then results
from spacing between order statistics imply that ranking the top 10 (for instance) is an easier
problem than doing a complete ranking. (This lead to the discussion of latent scoring function
and partial ranking).
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